
InstaChange™

Coin dispenser

Dealing with coins is time consuming for your staff and prone to errors which impact 
end of day balancing. InstaChange provides intelligent, accurate and efficient loose 
coin dispensing allowing you staff to focus on the customer rather than counting 
coins and reduces operational costs.



Intelligent functionality

InstaChange automatically dispenses the right amount of change back to your customer. And unless you 
tell it otherwise, InstaChange will always dispense the least amount of coin required. If selected, 
InstaChange will intelligently substitute for low channels, further extending run-time.

Revolutionary universal design

An innovative design keeps moving parts to a minimum resulting in a lower cost of ownership and 
increased reliability.

The universal base supports a variety of coin set magazines making it easy for global customers to 
maximise in-store equipment inventory and minimise service support variations.

Ease of use

InstaChange’s tear drop design makes for easy placement. InstaChange can be positioned in any 
direction to ensure the coin cup is within easy reach of the customer, cashier or teller.

When InstaChange does require refilling, loose or rolled coin is easily loaded into the coin magazine while it 
sits either on the universal base or flat on a table. Balancing is aided through the use of colour coded 
calibration labels.

Interfaces

Each unit ships with standard software drivers (OPOS, JPOS) allowing InstaChange to quickly interface 
with most point of sale systems in use today. InstaChange is also fully compatible with the Glory range of 
Teller Assist products.

Related solutions...

InstaChange accelerates the delivery of change to your customers, reduces errors and enhances the experience  
your customers receive.

Supported coin sets Canadian
Euro
USA

Mounting hardware Each unit ships complete with installation template and bolt down kit
Connectivity RS232 and USB as standard
Dimensions (H × W × D) 273 × 190 × 287 mm
Weight 4.5 kg
Power supply 108 – 240V AC (+10%), 50/60 Hz
Power consumption 60W
Manufacturing standards 
and approvals

ISO9001, CE, CUL, Windows XP Approved

Options Additional magazines for quick change out

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct 
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may 
vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

WS-30

Compact tabletop coin wrapper, 
offering a high level of performance 
and low-maintenance operation.

QC™

A fully-automated, self-service coin 
deposit solution, allowing customers 
to quickly and easily deposit coin.

VERTERA™ 6G

Vertera 6G teller cash recyclers deliver 
a simple, fl exible, comprehensive and 
integrated teller automation solution.
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